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DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES. 

Fig. 1. Median Jongitudinal section of the infundibuJar organ of a Branchiostoma 
of 52 m.M. in length, 600: 1. 

Fig. 2. Cross section through the same of a Branchiostoma of 54 m.M in length, 
600: 1. 

Fig. 3. The same as Fig. 1. Neurofibril1ae stained with chloride of gold. 
Fig 4. Cells of t11e infundibuJar organ, a of a Branchiostoma of 22 m.M. in 

lenglh, b of 50 m.M. in Jenglh, c cross·section of the upper ends of 
the cells. 

Fig. 5. Median seclion of the brain of a Branchiostoma larva of 3,4 m.M., recon· 
struded from cross-sections. 

Fig. G. The same of a specimen of 10 m M. long. 
Fig. 7. Tbe same of a specimen of 21 m.M. long. 
Fig. 8. Median section through the brnin of a Brauchiostoma of 28 m.M. in 

length. 

Mathematics. - "About d~d'e1'ence quotients rtnd diJferential quo
tient,;". By Dr. L. E. J. BROUWER (Oommunicated by Prof. D. 
J. KORTEWEG). 

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, ] 908). 

Different investigations have been made which are very completely 
summed up in the work of DINr: "Grundlagen fur eine Theorie 
der Functionen e111e1' \'eranderlichen reellen Grösse" Ohapt. XI and 
XII, on the connection between difference quotients and differential 
quotients, particulal'ly on the necessary and satisfactory properties 
which the- difference quotients must possess in order that there be a 
differential quotient. One however always regards in the fh'st place 
these different difference quotients in one and tlle same point Xo 

together, fOl'ming as a fllnction of the inrrease of x the dm'ivatory 
function in Xo' The existence of a differential quotient means then, 
that that derivatory function has a single limiting point in .'Vo Lo.w. 
that in Xo the right as weIl as the left de1'ivatory oscillation is 
equal to zero. 

Other ronditions fol' the pxistence of a diffel'ential quotient are 
fOlmd when in the first place the difference quotient. for constant 
x·increase b. is regarcled as a function of x and then the set of 
these fllnctions for vatTing b. is investigated. Let f(x) be the given 
function which we suppose to be finite and continuous anel-Iet 
PIJ. (.'!:) be the diffel'ence quotient fol' a constant x-increase b.. The 
different functions (h (x) form an infinite set of functions, in which 
each functlOn is continuous. We shall occuPY ourselves with the 
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case that the set is uniformly continuous, i. e. that for any quantity 
E, however small it may be, a quantity (J can be pointed out so 
that in any interval of the size of (J 110t one of the funetions of the 
set has oscillations larger than E. Concerning infinite uniformly con
timlOus sets of funetions there is a theorem that if they are limited 
(Le., if a maximum value and a minimum vaille can be given 
between which all functions move) they pORsess at least one continuous 
limiting curve, to which uniform convergence takes place 1). 

We shall prove, that for the set of functions of the difference 
quotients of a flnite continuous fllJ1ction, if it be uniformly continuous, 
follows in the first place the limitedness and furtheron for indefinite 
decrease of the x-increase the existence of only one limiting curve, 
so that holds: 

Theol'em, 1. If a finite continuous fllnction I(x) has a, uniformly 
continuous set of difference quotients, then it possesses a finite con
timlOus differential quotient 2). 

To prove th is we caU lA (x) the size of the region of oscillation 

between x and x + b of the difference quotient for an :IJ-increase cf. 
If we allow cf to aSSllme successively all positive vallles, th en it 
follows from the supposed uniform continuity, that 6. ean always 
be chosen so smal! as to keep all values ~E A (x) below a certain 
amount as small as one cares to make it. If we thus eall EA (:v) the 
maximum of the values l.1 (.1') fol' definite x and b, then E~ (x) tends 
with b unifoTmJy to O. 

We have farthel'on if!.- is a proper fraction: 
n 

q:>~ (te) = ~9Ja (.v~ + ~ (PA (iV + ~ b)+ ... + 2- gJa (m+ n-l b) (1) 
n- n- n n- n 

n n n 

q:>p (m) = 2.. gJA (.11) + ~ gJA(a:+ ~ b)+ .... +~ PA(m+P-
1 b). (2) 

-;<1 P-; P -; n P-;; n 

If we break up each of the n terms of the second membel' of 
(1 j into p equal pal'ts and each of the p terInS of the second member 
of (2) inlo n equal parts, th en the dIfference of those two seeond 
members can he di\'ided into pn ierms, ench remaining in absolute 

yalue smaller than ~ . E ó. (x), so that the difference of P <1 (x) and P p (x) 
~ -;;4 

remains smaller than Et, (x) in absolute value. 

1) Compare ARZr:L\, "Sulle funziohi di linee", Memorie delln. Accademia di Bologna, 
serie 5, V, page 225. 

2) We suppose 'the function to be given in a certain interval of values of the 
independent variabIe x. 
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80 if we regard for any definite tIJ all difference quotients the 
tIJ-increases of which are 'equal to proper fractions of b, then the amount 
't' ë. (tIJ) of their region of oscillation is smaller than 2E ë. (tIJ). The same 
holds fol' the region of oscillation of all difference quotients fol' 
definite tIJ with tIJ-increases smaller than b, because these can be 
appl'oximated by the preceding on account of the continllity of J. 

80 if we allow b to decrease indefinitely, then also 't'ë.(tIJ) decreases 
indefinitely; as furthermore when b becomes smaller, each following 
region of oscilbtion is a part of the preceding, the limit of the 
region of oscillation is for ear,h tIJ a single definite value, to which 
uniform comergence takes place, which is the limit of the difference 
quotients, the diffe1'ential quotient. 

That this (forward} differential quotient cannot show any disconti
nuities, is evident as follows: If thel'e were a discontinuity, then 
there would be a quantity a which could be overstepped there for any 
interval by the oseillations of the differential quotient; but if the 
value of the differential guotient differs in two points more than a, 
then there is also a diffel'enl'e quotient the values of which in 
those two points differ more than a; so there would be for each 
interval, which contains the indicated discontinuity, a difference 
quotient with a region of oseillation larger than a, i. o. w. the functional 
set of the differenee quotients would not be uniformly continuous. 

Out of the continuity of the forward differential quotient follows 
at the same time that the forward and the baekward differential 
quotient are equal. 

Analogously it is evident that also a point at infinity in the differential 
quotient would disturb the uniform con tin uity of the difference 
quotients ; in this is at the same time included tbe limitedness of 
the difference q uotients, for they would otherwise on account of the 
finiteness of f be able to tend to infinity on1y for indefinitely 
decl'easing tIJ-increase, but that would furnish an infinity point in the 
differential quotient. 

Tlteorem 2. Of a function with finite continuous differential 
quotient the diffel'ence quotients are uniformly continuous. 

Let namely E be a definite quantity, to be taken as small as one 
likes. Now we may have each x included by an interval i in 
such a way, that the oscillations of the differential quotient within 
each of those intervals l'ernain smaller than 1/2 E. On account of the 
llniform ronvergenee, evident from the formula gJ ë. (x) = I' (x + f>.b), 
a b' can be pointed out in sueh a way that all gJr:. for which b < b' 
differ from the differential quotient less than 1/4 E fol' any .v, thus 
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bave their oscillations below E in the intervals mentloned. On account 
of the uniform continuity of ! we may furthermore have each x 
included by an interval i' chosen in such a way that for all b. > 6,' 

the corresponding lfJ~ have within thosé intervals oscillations below 
E only; to that end we have but to choose i' in such a way that 
the oseillati9ns of I remain within the intervals below 1/~ /; b.'. If 
thus i" is the smaller of the two quantities i and i', each x can be 
included by an interval i" in such a way, that the oscillations of all 
difference quotients within it remain below E, with which we have 
proved the uniform continuity of the difference quotients. 

Tlteorern 3. If there is among the difference quotients of a finite 
continuous function a uniform continuous fundamental series with 
indefinitely decreasing x-increases, there exists a finite continuous 
differential quotient. 

Let namely lfJ~t(x), lfJ~"(x), .. , . be the fundamental series offnnc
tions under consideration, then for any quantity I: we can point 
out a quantity iJ in sueh a way that lf'è) (x + h) - CP~<..v) (x) < E for 

any x, any h < iJ and any v. If now the set of all difference quotients 
were not uniformly continuous, it would have to orcur that for 
a certain 6,0 not belonging to the fundamental series we should have 
'CPAO (x + ft) - CPAo (x) > 1:. lf we now approximate b,0 by a series 
al;:,,', ai.:::.,", ... , where the a's represent integers, in such a way that 

ap b.(P)<b. o«ap+ l)6,(p), then also CPb" 0 (a; + h) - cpAo(a:) is approxim
ated by cP ~(p) (31 + lL) - cP ~(p) (a:), which last expression always 

(Xp Cf." 
remains < ê however large p may become, so th at cp IJ. ° (x + h) - cp IJ. 0 (x) 
cannot be > 1:, sQ. the set of all difference quotients is uniformly 
continuous, and t11ere is a finite continuous ditferential quotient. 

Theorem 1 is applied when building up the theory of continuous 
groups out of the theory of sets, (wh ere one remains independent of 

. LIE's postulates), in a certain region finite and continuous functions 
of one or more variables occurring there, whose difference quotients 
are in a certain system of cOOl'dinates Jineal' functions of the original 
functions. 1) As on account of the finiteness of the original functions 
there cannot be a region within which any quantity could be over
stepped everywhere by one and the same difference quotient, the 

1) Comp. L. E. J. BROUWER, 7 " Die Theorie der endlichen continuierlichen Gruppen 
unabhängig von den Axiamen van LIE", Atti del IVO Congresso Interl1azionale 
dei Matematici. It is the differentiability in one and the same system of coordinatès 
of all the functions, which express (he different infinitesirnal !ransformations of a 
group. which is proved in this way. 

J j 
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coefficients of ihe above mentioned linear functions remain within 
finÏte limits, the system of the differenre quotients is uniformly con

. tinuous, and the differential quotients exist. 

Tlteorem 4. If the conditions of theorem 1 are satisfied and if 
the system of all second difference quotients (of which each is 
detel'mined by two independent x-increases) forms a uniformly con
tinuous system, then there exists a finite continuous "second differential 
quotient" which at the same time is the only limit of the above set 
of functions when both x-increases decl'ease indefinitely, and the 
ditferential quotient of the (first) differential quotient. 

To prove this we eaU (i/fl (x) the maximum size of the regions 
of osciJlation of the different second difference quotients between x 
and x + 1::.; then again (i'll (x) tends with I::. uniformly to zero. 

If we represent the difference quotient of Plli (x) for an x-increase 

1::., by <jJfllll, (x) and if PI and P~ are proper fraetions then we have: 
n 1 n, . 

(1) 

1 ]Jl-l P2-1 ( I::. D.. ) 
CJJP1lli P2ll2 (al):= --.2 :2 PIlI A, JJ + k1"""'; + k~ -2 . . (2) 
~ n;- PI P2 R't=O k2=O nr ti; n l n, 

If we break up each of the n l n, terms of the second member 
of (1) into PI p, equal parts and each of the PI P2 terms of the 
second member of (2) into n1 n2 equal parts, then the difference of 
those two members breaks up into Pl P2 n1 n l terms, each of which 

- 1 
remaining in absolute value smaller than (i/lll + A~ (x), so that 

PlP, n1n, 
the difference of Pll11l2 (x) and PP11l1 P2!12 (x) remains in absolute value 

smaller than 8'.11+.12 (x). 
80 if we consider for any definite tv all difference quotients 

whose x-increases are equal to proper fractions of 1::. 1 and D.." 
then the size 't'1l1.12 (,'IJ) of their l'egion of oscillation is smaller than 
2e'll1+112(X), from which we deduce as above in the proof of theorem 
1 t1le existence of one single limit, tI) which the converg~mce is 
uniform and which is finite and continuous. 

If we now regard the difference quotient with x-increase D.." on one 
hand for all 'P 1::..'6, whose I::. is smaller than 1::.1) and on the other hand 
for the (fil'st) differential quotient, then the former all differ less than 
e' Al + A5 (X') from the limiting function just deduced, so also the latter, 
which can be approximated by them. This halds independently of At; 
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the difference fol' tt'-increase D. 2 of the (first) differential quotient eau 
therefore not differ more than t;' [,2 (x) from the just dedueed limiting 
function which is thus differential quotient of the (fil'!;t) diffet'ential 
quotient i.e. second differential quotient. ~ 

T/leorern 5. If a funetion possesses a finite continuous second 
differential qnotient, then the system of the first and seeond difference 
quotients is uniform!y continuous. 

To find namely an interval si ze i lf which keeps the osci1lations 
of all second diffel'ence quotients everywhere < E, we first take 
the interval siza i, which keeps the oscillations of the second 
differential quotient everywhere < ~ ëj then a 6.11 and a 1::.1

2 in 
sueh a way, that all fJJ [,16.2 , for which 1:::. 1 < NI and 1:::. 2 < 1:::..'2' 
differ along the whole course less than 1/41: from the second diffe
rential quotient 1); finally an interval si~e iJ which keeps the oscil~ 

lations of the function f evel'ywhere < 1/4 ë 1:::..\ 6.'2' Fol' ill we take 
the smaller of the two quantities i and il. 

Theorem 6. If thel'e is among the second diffel'ence quotients of a 
ftnite continuous function with finite continuous differential quotient 
a uniformly continuo us fundamental series, in which the two x
increases decrease indefinitely, then there exists a finÏte continuous 
second differential quotient. 

Let namely tp 6. 't:>. I (x) 1 cp [, If Á It (x) ... be the indieated fundamental 
1 2 1 '-' 2 

series, then for any quamity E a quantity (J ean be pointed out 
in sueh a way, that fJJ (.) (.)(x + h) - CjJ (.) (J)(x) < € fol' any x, 

D.b. 6.[, • 
1 2 1 ~ 

any lt < (j and any v. If now the set of all second difference 
quotients were llot llnifol'mly continuous, then it would be possible 
for a certajn 1:::. 1

0 and D. 2
0 not belonging to the fundamental series, 

that CjJ IJ. 0 [,0 (x + TL) - CjJ b. 0 IJ. 0 (x) > ë. Let us now approximate D. 1
0 

1 2 1 ~ 

'by meaniil of a series a11:::../, a,l:.t" , . • •. and D.so by means of a 
series fJt6.,' ,f1,D.," , ' .. , whel'e tbe a's and fJ's l'epl'esent integers, in 
suelt a way that 

ap1:::.~p) < l:::.~ < (ap + 1) b.;p) and f3pD.~p) < 1:::.; < ({lp + 1) D.;F\ 

1) The uniform convergence of all difference quotients is evident from that of the 
difference quo\ients, fol' whien /1

2 
= D.~ (out of these the olher ean be approxi

mated in thc manner illdicatcd in the proof of theorem 6); thc latter is evident 
by developing the terms of f (x + 2 b.) - 2 f (x + 1:::.) + f (X) accol'ding to TAYLOR'S 

series, in whlch we make the sccond differential quötient form the restterm i the 
terros pr~eeding this restterm then deslroy each other. 
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then also (jJ t. 0 (:, (x + h) - cp 6 0 t 0 (iC) is approximated by 
I ! 2 

which last expl'ession remains < e, however great p may beeome, 
so that the first ean neither be > F,; so the set of all second diffe
ren ce quotients is uniformly continuous and there is a finite conti
nuous second differential quotient. 

Tlleorem 7. If there is among the second differenee quotients of a 
finite continuous function a unifol'mly continuous fundamental series, 
in which both x-increases decrease indefinitely, the function possesses 
finite and continuous first and second diffel'ential quotients. 

For, according to the above given proof of theorem 6 the whole 
system of the second difference quotients proves to be unifol'mly 
continuous, and out of the above given proof of theorem 4 this 
system proves to possess for indefinite decl'ease of the two x-increases 
one single finite continuons limiting funetion fIt (x) to which they 
converge unifol'mly. Let T' be the maximum deviation from this Iimiting 
function of the second difference quotients, whose x-incl'eases are smaller 
than 1:::.'1 and 1:::.'" and let us regard the system ; of all CPa (x) whose 
1:::. < 1:::.'1' then all di1fel'ence quotients with x-increase < 1:::.'2 of the 
system ; lie between JU (.x) + T' and lil (x) - T', from which may be 
deduced easily, that the system & is uniformly continuotls, so that now 
first according to the proof of theol'em 1 a finite continuous first 
differential quotient exists and th en accol'ding to the proof of theorem 
4 a finite continuous second differential quotient . 

.Analogous to the preceding are the proofs of the following more 
general theorems: 

The01'em 8. If there is among tbe nth difference quotients of a finite 
continuous fUl1ction a unifol'mly continuous fundamental series, in 
which all x-increases decl'ease indefinitely, tben the function possesses 
finite and continnous fil'st, second, up to the nth differential quotients ; 
each pth differential quotient is here first the onIJ limit t'or indefinitely 
decl'easing x-incl'eases of the pth difference quotients to which limit 
a uniform convergence takes place, and then differential quotient of 
the (p_1)st diffel'ential quotient. 

Tlworern 9. If a function possesses a finite continuous nth differential 
5 

Pro ceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XI. 
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quotient, then the system of the first, second, up to the nth differenée 
quotients is uniformly continuons 1). 

Tlwo1'em, 10. If nl> n2 , n
3 

• • •• is an infinite series of increasing 
integers and if of a fini te contmuous function the systems of the 
n1

st, of the n/d .", di:tference quotients are unifol'mly continuous, 
then the fllnction has all di:tferential quotients and these are all finite 
and continuous. 

Theol'em 11, A finite continuous function of se,'el'al variables, among 
whose difference quotients of the nth order there is for each kind a 
uniformly continuous fundamental series in which the increases 
of the independent variables decrease indefinitely, possesses all 
differential quotients up to the nt11 order; these finite and con
tinuous differential quotients are first each other's differential quotients 
in tbe mannel' expressed by theil' form, where the order of succession 
of the diffet'entiations proves to be irrelevant, and then each diffe
rential quotient is the only limit of fhe corresponding diffel'ence quo
tients for lndefiqitely decl'easing increases of the independent vari
abIes, to which limit a uniform convergence takes place. 

Tlteorem 12. If a function of several variables possesses all kinds of 
nth diffel'ential quotients and if these are finite and continllous, 
then the system of the 1st, 211d up to the nth di:tfel'ence quotients is 
uniformly continuous.') 

Finally the obsel'vation, that what was treated here leads in
finite differentiability back to continuity in a more extensive sense, 
and in ihis way may somewhat explain, that for so long all finite 
continuous flll1ctions were supposed to be mfinitely diffel'entiable, and 
may somewhat justify that so many wish to limit themselves in 
natnral science ta infinitely diffel'entiabJe fnnctions. 

1) To prove the uniform eonvergeu('e of tbc nth dlfTerence qnotients for equal 
independent x·increases we break oIT just as for theot'em 5 the Taylot' development 
at the nth term and we apply the formula: 

na _ (~) (n __ l)a + (:) (n_2)a ..... = 0 

(n and a integet's; a < n). 
2) To prove the nniform convergence of the nth dlfference quotients with cqual 

independent increases f:::. (these f:::. indefinitely decreasing) we develop the elements 
of sueh u djfference quotient accol'ding 10 TA'lLOa'S set'ies, in which we muke the 
nth di ITel'enti al quoticnts fOIlTI the restterms. The terms preceding the restterms 
then fall out and of the resl!el'ffiS one kind converges unifol'mly to the differential 
quotient corresponding to the cliffel'ence quotient consiclet'ecl and the olhet' cOllVel'gc 
uniformly to ;:erQ, 

J 


